
 Fight pets around the world in solo, 2v2 and 3v3 battles.  

 Capture pets in the world of varying quality and strength.  

 Duel and queue for PvP battles against other players.  

 Interact on an epic questline to defeat Master Pet Tamers across all of Azeroth.  

 Buy and sell pets on the AH (not all pets are tradable, like wild caught pets).
[4]

  

 Earn a wide assortment of Pet Battle achievements and associated rewards.  

 Browse the new Pet Journal and manage your pets.  

 Use your pets across any character on your Battle.net account (Battle Pet achievements 

are account-wide).  

 

This system will act much like a secondary profession and will be available to all players.[6] 

Companions will now be able to battle each other in a new turn-based combat system to level up and 

unlock new abilities. Pets will also be able to encounter and battle pets in the wild to capture them for 

the player.[2] Players will be able to fight with teams of pets up to 3 for each player at a time.[7] 

Customization, progress status, abilities and info will be tracked in a new Pet Journal.[7] 

Eventually you will be able to seek out new Master Pet Tamer NPCs (were called master pet 

trainer) to learn new pet abilities from them if your pet is worthy and can defeat the trainer's 

pet.
[2]

  

Engaging in pet battles may award the player experience similar to gathering professions.
[8]

 

Players may disable invites to pet battles.
[8]

  

To get the highest percentage possible of participants, Blizzard has decided that players will not 

know the identity of players they are fighting against. This is to avoid trash-talking. Another way 

they are hoping to diminish the negativity involved in some aspects of PvP, they are also only 

recording wins.
[9]

  

Battles  

 A battle will feature a player and his 3 pets standing on each side of the screen, with 1 pet 

will move towards the middle as the active combatant.  

o On each turn, you can use 1 of the active pet's 3 abilities or swap to a different 

pet.  

o Possibly 2 general abilities that you could use once per game.  

o No record of your losses will be kept, only a running total of your victories.  

Pets  

 Name your pets.  

 Each pet will have 6 possible abilities that you can unlock and pick 3 from for each fight.  

 Pets have 4 stats: health, attack, defense, and movement, which acts like an initiative roll, 

deciding who attacks first.  
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 Pets are leveled individually and you unlock pet slots by earning achievements in pet 

battles.  

Other  

 You will not see other players' names or be able to chat during pet battles.  

 


